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 Atiyeh's Chemistry of Solid State Vidya Bhushan Patil's Mechanical Engineering S.P Apte's Advanced Chemistry Prashant
Aggarwal's Principles of Chemical Engineering About 40 books on electronics and circuits, among which, my favourite are

“Electronics for the Inventor” (by A.K.Chakraborty, under UB Electronic books). Electronics is a highly evolving field which is
developing day by day. If I have to express the year wise data in simple words, it would be a dream come true if I am allowed to

say that it’s the year of electronics. It is the year of discovering and understanding the attributes of electronics. Now its a
question of the speed of electronic devices and the hardware. The year is full of up and downs but let us all keep the best in

mind and keep pushing our boundaries by solving the problems of the past. I don’t know if electronics is in its infancy or in its
maturity phase. It is neither its early stage nor in its advanced stage. Electronic technology is not a closed book, there is still

room for new discoveries, new inventions and new advancements. In India the electronics industry has boomed only because of
the blessings of technology from the west. All of us must try our level best to meet the challenges of technological advancement
and protection of intellectual property rights. Some chapters like “Introduction to Power electronics”(by P.D Sattar), “Tutorial
on power supply circuits” (by M.R.Raavi)and “An introduction to electro-chemical process”(by T.S.Nair) are excellent. Thanks

once again to my dear friend and colleague, Shri.H.Alok for suggesting this subject and for taking the effort of making the
students understand about this subject.Rainbow Dash arrived in the Everfree Forest in search of the answer to her question,
“Why?” She was walking, her head down, toward the trees of the edge of the forest when she saw Applejack, a pony who’s

biggest fear is the sun. When she was six years old, she would see the sun every day at noon. The pony was running toward the
sun, her hooves throwing up a dust as she tried to avoid it. She took off her sunglasses and started crying. 82157476af
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